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Overview 

Hudutların Kanunu (The Law of the Border) has an important place both in the director's filmography 
and in Turkish cinema. Akad considers this film, which is directly in contact with the people by 
addressing the problems of the people, as his first film in his filmography and prioritizes it according to 
his previous films.  

In Hudutların Kanunu, Akad addresses social and economic problems in an underdeveloped region of 
Turkey. In a geography where the ideals of modernization of the Republic are not met, the struggle for 
survival draws people towards illegality in desperation. They confront the risk of conflict with the 
authority (the state) and the privileged classes. 

The film bears traces of the Western genre, specifically Italian spaghetti westerns of the period. It is 
also striking from a cinematographic aspect. In this film, Akad proves that he has carried his stylistic 
and narrative skills to the next level. The film is Akad's first collaboration with Yılmaz Güney, a well-
known actor of the time and subsequently an important director. The story of the film belongs to 
Yılmaz Güney, who is also the lead actor. While Yılmaz Güney was an actor known for simple 
adventure movies until this film, he became a prominent figure in political cinema in Turkey with his 
work with Akad and his following films. 

In the film, Akad explores more the nuances of film language. He has a more developed mise-en-
scene and cinematography in comparison to his previous works. Besides its resemblance to Western 
iconography, the film evokes Italian New Realism and the aesthetics of Japanese director Kurosawa, 
in the usage of depth of field and deep space. 

The only remaining copy of the film was restored and digitized within the framework of the Film 
Foundation's World Cinema Project, founded by Martin Scorcese. 

People 

Hıdır                 He is a man who lives in a deprived border village and lives of smuggling. 
Zeki                 The newly appointed commander of the gendarmerie, who wants to prevent smuggling. 
Hasan Derviş  A man who owns a herd. He is a notably rich person in the region. 
Ali Cello          He trades and smuggles in town and rivals Hıdır. 
Duran Ağa      He is the rich landowner of the region. 
Ayşe               She is the teacher in town. 

Synopsis 

Villagers living in an impoverished village in the border region try to live on smuggling because they 
have no other income. Hıdır is a sympathized, trusted, and skillful character among peasants. Hıdır 
cares about his son most in life. The local gendarmerie officer is injured in a skirmish. A new 
commander is appointed to the region instead to prevent smuggling. ieutenant Zeki attempts to catch 
smugglers while he works to find legitimate means of life for the villagers. Zeki also tries to convince 
the villagers of the necessity of a school in the village. Although Hıdır and commander Zeki are on 
opposite sides, an understanding and friendship develop between them. Hıdır protects Zeki from Ali 
Cello's men. 

Hasan Derviş, a wealthy person in the region, asks Hıdır and his friends for help to get his herd across 
the border. Hıdır does not seem willing to spend this risky effort. School opens in the village. Villagers 
who are uncomfortable with the existence of a government institution nearby oppose the school and 
the teacher.  However, Hıdır wants his son to study and get rid of smuggling. He locates his son with 
the teacher for his education. 



 

 

Zeki persuades Duran Ağa, the wealthiest landowner of the region, to allow his empty land for 
cultivation by the villagers. On the other hand, Duran Ağa pushes Hıdır for smuggling and destroys the 
peasant's field when he is unable to reach his demands with the threat. 

Hıdır and his friends lost their hope. They first take revenge on Duran Ağa and Ali Cello then, they 
return to smuggling. After the failed attempt, Hıdır entrusts his son Yusuf to the teacher and tries to 
escape through the mined area.  

Scenes 

Opening      It is a bazaar in a town in the southeast of Turkey. Hasan Derviş comes to Ali Cello and 
complains about the difficulties of animal husbandry. Ali Cello gives the news that someone who was 
smuggling at the border shot the lieutenant. Hasan Derviş rejoices and says this is the best time to 
cross. Ali Cello, on the other hand, finds it risky. 

The new commander      The newly assigned lieutenant reaches the territory. He visits the village of 
the smuggler who died in the skirmish. He gives his condolences to his brother, Hıdır. He also warns 
the villagers to stop smuggling. Otherwise, the village will be evacuated and transferred elsewhere.  

Night at the border      The villagers distract the gendarmerie and direct them elsewhere to get the 
livestock to the other side of the border.  Taking advantage of the opportunity, Hıdir and his friends 
cross the border with the herd. 

Smuggled goods      Hasan Derviş and Ali Cello negotiate in the town. The news comes that Hıdır has 
brought goods across the border. Ali Cello buys the goods Hıdır smuggled. Hasan Derviş asks Hıdır to 
cross with three thousand livestock. Hıdır is not interested.  

A visit      Zeki, the newly appointed gendarmerie commander, visits the teacher in the town and 
receives information about the region.  

Begging      Hasan Derviş begs Hıdır to take his herd to the other side of the border. He says his 
animals will die of hunger and drought.  

Search warrant      The commander of the gendarmerie came to the market with his men and 
conducted searches and checks. Ali Cello lies that the goods he received from Hıdır came from 
Istanbul. He shows forged documents.  

Argument      His friends try to convince Hıdır that it is a profitable business to cross the border with 
Hasan Derviş’s herd. He says it is risky and not worth it. They decide to wait.  

Crossing      The gendarmerie raids as Ali Cello attempts to smuggle Hasan Derviş’s livestock.  

School      While Hıdır, his son Yusuf, and his gang eat in the bazaar, they discuss the news of school 
about to open in the village. The villagers do not want the school, arguing there is no need. They also 
believe the presence of an official institution in the community will hinder smuggling. 

Chase     The commander of the gendarmerie, Zeki, is followed by a mysterious man. When he is 
about to shoot the commander in the back, he misses him. 

Fight       Ali Cello accuses Hıdır and his friends in the bazaar of being an informant for the 
gendarmerie. They argue. 

At the police station      Zeki summoned Hıdır to come to the headquarter. He says he knows that he 
still smuggles. He tells the importance of the school for the kids and their future.  

Murder attempt      Hıdır comprehends Zeki is followed by an assassin and is about to be ambushed. 
He prevents murder and saves Zeki.  

Conflicting interests      The villagers do not want the school because they cannot afford it. However, 
Hıdır says the school can be valuable.  

Opening     The school opens in the village. The community is not happy to see government officials in 
the neighborhood. They talk about getting in the way of their business and not being able to smuggle.  

A proposal       Zeki tries to convince Hıdır to stop smuggling and begin cultivating. He also promises 
to speak to the landowner to make him allow them to plant his land.  



 

 

Duran Ağa      Zeki talks to Duran Ağa, the wealthy landowner. Ağa opposes the idea at first he 
eventually settles for it. He does not want the villagers to stop smuggling because he makes a 
significant profit. 

Bargain       Hasan Derviş pays Hıdır's friend Bekir to have his livestock to be smuggled across the 
border. 

Agriculture      Hıdır and other peasants begin to plant. Hıdır's son Yusuf begins his education at the 
school in the village. 

Conflicting ideas    Bekir and Hıdır argue. Bekir believes the teacher should leave the village and the 
farming is not for them.  

Demand      Duran Ağa buys Hasan Derviş's livestock and asks Hıdır to take them to the pasture 
across the border. He refuses this demand, saying he had stopped smuggling. 

Land      Duran Ağa, through his butler, releases his livestock in the peasants' fields and ruins the 
crops. 

Education      The teacher, Ayşe, of the town offers Hıdır she wants to teach his son Yusuf. 

Sentence      Hıdır and his friends capture Duran Ağa's butler, who crushes the crops. They shoot him 
in the middle of the field. The commander tries to convince Hıdır to surrender. Hıdır does not give up 
and runs. 

Revenge      Hıdır and his friends come to town and shoot Duran Ağa. The gendarmerie is after Hıdır. 
Hasan Derviş says he got his herd back from Duran Ağa and begs Hıdır again for a border crossing. 
Hıdır accepts it. 

A plan      Hıdır plans to move through the mined zone. Ali Cello’s gang captures the person he hired 
to clear the mine.  

Crossing      Hıdır and his friends take the herd through the border.  The mines explode, the livestock 
is destroyed. Ali Cello ambushes Hıdır and his gang. They clash. 

Gunfight      Ali Cello retreats to the town. After a lengthy gunfight, Hıdır shoots him and escapes from 
the hands of the gendarmerie. 

Chase      The gendarmerie follows Hıdır to the border. He attempts to cross the border, telling his son 
Yusuf to go to the teacher. 

Themes 

Poverty and backwardness     The villagers of Akad's film, who live on the border, are an impoverished 
community. They have no land and no other source from which they can make any other regular 
income. They try to make living smuggling on behalf of the wealthy in the area.  

Poverty in the region is not only limited to economic practice but also lack of infrastructure. Residents 
live in adobe houses and lack primary infrastructure and services such as roads, water, electricity, 
schools. They do not want school because they can not afford school and education. Backwardness is 
an obscure feature in the region. There is an economy that is not industrialized, based on agriculture 
and trade. However, a segment of society is prosperous by holding existing agricultural and 
commercial activity. One of the causes of poverty is this pattern of inequality and exploitation in the 
region. 

Exploitation    The social structure in the film is depicted by traditional feudal relations that are 
available for centuries. The fertile and broad lands of the region belong to Duran Ağa. Ağa (a feudal 
lord) holds economic power and is also the one who makes the most significant profit from the 
smuggling of the desperate locals. Even though he lends his land to the peasants, he is not satisfied 
with the commander’s request. He does not want the villagers to start farming.  

Frontier     Hududların Kanunu passes in a border area in southeastern Turkey. Although the story 
sets on the Turkish side of the border, the characters cross the border into the Syrian side. The frontier 
is not only a geographical distinction, but also has metaphorical meanings in the film. 



 

 

The first of these is confinement. The villagers are cornered on the border, surrounded by barbed wire 
and mines. They are restricted between the poverty, the frontier, the rich of the region, and state 
authority. They do not know what to do. The border also symbolizes the contrasts between lawful and 
unlawful, modern and traditional, right and wrong. Hıdır and other villagers smuggle to survive under 
these circumstances.  

On the other hand, the modernization process and the bureaucratic institutions of a modern state 
cannot come into contact with the people’s lives. They cannot find solutions to their problems and 
needs. Therefore, they try to maintain traditional, archaic ways of life from history. Already, the modern 
state seems to have not been able to modernize the feudal social stratification and hierarchical 
relations that have been going on in the region for thousands of years. The order of “ağa” (feudal lord) 
and exploitation continues.  

Finally, smuggling is the way beyond their preference. Hıdır and others are obliged to do. He is aware 
this is a stiff way and wants his son not to live like himself. He wants him to get a modern education to 
reach a better life and to overcome the confinement. The border is also intertwined with the human 
theme, a protagonist who is trapped or pushed into crime, which is Akad's favorite theme. 

The man pushed into crime     Or the theme of "trapped individual" as Akad states in his interviews, is 
a theme that the director loved and emphasized very much in those years. Hıdır, the main character of 
the film, deals with smuggling at the border. Even though it is illegal he knows no other way to live. It is 
understood Hıdır did this not because he liked or preferred it, but because he did it as a result of a 
necessity.   

Throughout the narrative, Hıdır tries to avoid the smuggling business offered to him for a long time, 
having to clash with even those closest to him. With the help of the commander of the gendarmerie 
Zeki, he also tries to do farming. Despite these efforts, Hıdır is compelled to smuggle in the 
environment he belongs. Those who have interests in the illegal activity undermine his attempts. 

It is obscure that this state of trapped is transferred from generation to generation in a vicious circle. 
The film opens with information that is part of the story. Hıdır's brother was killed in a shootout with the 
gendarmerie while smuggling. Hıdır seems to have taken over his duties from where his brother left 
off. ware of this confinement, he tries to prevent his son from meeting the same fate by looking for 
ways to keep him out of it. He sees education and legal pursuit as the best possible solution for a 
different way of life.  

Individual - state relations     Another theme Akad concentrates on is individual - state relations. The 
narrative takes place in a backward part of Turkey. The characters are not able to benefit from the 
fundamental institutions of the modern state. They live in a traditional order that is unique to the old. 

The characters are skeptical of the state, which they believe is of no use to them and will only make 
their current circumstances more complicated. The state authority is embodied in gendarmerie 
commander Zeki and teacher Ayşe. The soldier represents the law, hindering their only livelihood and 
carrying a threat of being punished or even killed. Zeki tries to shift them to a modern and legal ground 
by establishing good relations with the villagers.  He wants to modernize the village by promoting 
school and farming. Idealistic teacher Ayşe tries to educate the children of the locals.  

On the other hand, the villagers consider the school and the teacher as a means for governmental 
control and information gathering. They oppose the school. However, Hıdır does not think like the 
majority. He believes the school will help to remove their children from their condition. Since there is 
no comprehensive initiative to improve social and economic conditions, these efforts remain without 
results. However, the collaboration between the public and intellectuals is praised for the future of 
society. The boy represents a meeting point here. Hıdır entrusts his son to the teacher in the final. 

Depiction of the soldier and teacher in the narrative also has a meaning in terms of Turkey's 
modernization history. Historically, the modernization movement in Turkey began in the army and 
education in the 19th century. Moreover, the modernizing elite figure expanded its presence and 
became a frequently discussed theme in 20th-century art and literature. 

 

 

 



 

 

Character Analysis 

Hıdır      He is the main character of the narrative. Hıdır is portrayed as a leader. He is a brave and 
honest character who is trusted and respected by the villagers around him. He has no one but his son. 

Quiet and lonely     Although he lives in a village where everyone is related to each other, Hıdır has no 
mother, no father, and a wife. His brother just died at the beginning of the narrative. His son is the only 
relative alive. He is a character who does not talk much, who does not reveal his feelings and 
thoughts. It does not fit the general tendency of the villagers. He does not believe that the way they 
live is sustainable. He thinks it needs to change. Therefore, he often disagrees with those around him. 

Although other villagers are against it, he supports the development of a school in the village. The 
people also do not want to farm. Hıdır tries to convince them to farm by cooperating with the lieutenant 
Zeki. The opening of the school and the failed farming initiative take those around him away from 
Hıdır, making him even lonelier. 
 
Reliable     Hıdır is known as a trustworthy, man of his word in the village. The villagers, including the 
chief, in both smuggling and other decisions, consult with Hıdır. Because of this trust, even though 
they are against those, they agree with Hıdır's school and farming proposals. He is also not indifferent 
to commander Zeki's constructive and honest attitude. He prevents a murder attempt on the 
commander, protecting him even though they are on opposite ranks.  
 
Open to new     He wants his son Yusuf to take a different path and reach a better life. He sees well 
their way of life is at an impasse. While his gang dreams of continuing to smuggle and start their own 
business, Hıdır finds this futile and tries to look for a rational way. He tries to change the 
circumstances around himself and his son with the help of the lieutenant Zeki. However, Hıdır's efforts 
and goodwill do not reach a point in the story. Hıdır gives up the struggle by accepting defeat before 
the evil of other characters. 

Hasan Derviş      Hasan Derviş, who also has a large herd of animals in the region, struggles in 
desperation throughout the film in the hope of reaching out to someone who will smuggle his livestock 
further lying on the border.  

Desperate     Hasan Derviş, one of the affluent people in the region, tries to run his business by 
moving his livestock to both sides of the border due to the scarce resources in the area. Unable to do 
so on his own, he asks Hıdır and his friends for help. Throughout the film, Derviş goes back and forth 
between Hıdır, Ali Cello, and Duran Ağa in desperation and tries to deal with someone who can get his 
herd to the pastures and water supply beyond the border as soon as possible. As his hopelessness 
grows day by day, he settles for compromise. 

Greedy     Although Hasan Derviş is wealthy, he wishes to pay as little as possible in exchange for the 
risk Hıdır and his friends take. They are the ones who would do the dangerous job of transferring his 
herd. That is why he cannot convince anyone for long. However, when he is in danger of losing his 
livestock completely, he is willing to share his profits. 

Ali Cello      Ali Cello is a tradesman in the town. He also earns money by buying and selling 
smuggled goods. He has an opportunistic and insidious persona.  

Opportunist     Ali Cello wants to take advantage of Hasan Derviş's difficulty and take his livestock for 
a great amount of money. He is uncomfortable with Hasan Derviş’s possible agreement with Hıdır. He 
accuses Hıdır of stealing his client. He plans and traps to prevent it and to take revenge. 

Insidious     When Ali Cello failed to smuggle Hasan Derviş’ livestock, Hasan Derviş finally agrees with 
Hıdır. Ali Cello insidiously prevents the clearing of landmines in the zone to prevent and eliminate 
Hıdır. He then ambushes and attacks Hıdır and his fellows during the crossing. He also tries to murder 
Zeki twice. 

Zeki      Lieutenant Zeki was appointed commander of the gendarmerie in place of the officer who was 
injured in the clash with the smugglers. He is both authoritarian and diplomatic in his relations with 
local people. 

Authoritarian     The lieutenant represents the authority and tries to fulfill his duty as an officer. He 
warns the villagers to stop smuggling many times. He also threatens the people to evacuate the 
village. 



 

 

Diplomatic     Zeki tries to manipulate villagers to stop smuggling and find another activity for living, 
such as farming. He persuades both the villagers and Duran Ağa for the cultivation of the idle fields. 
Zeki believes that education can improve the lives of the locals. He tries to convince them of the 
necessity of the school: "This school should be open. It has to save all the children. Crossing border is 
not manhood, but manhood is changing what is inside people's head." 

 

Hasan Derviş approaches Hıdır 

Hıdır and his son (Yusuf) 

 



 

 

Gunfight in the town 

 


